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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
sönya sepúlveda has contributed to the dictionary with 6 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small
book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to
visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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bajilla
Bajilla - The bajilla Word is written incorrectly. The term entered correctly is tableware with v.Vajilla1. Said is the set of
plates, glasses and sources.Got me a very nice dishes when I case.2. Law which was formerly charged in jewelry.The
tableware consisted of an amount of money.

bellísima
Superlative adjective: are those that express the quality in high degree.Absolute superlative: it adds the sufixo " isimo "
or by prepending the adverb " very ". EJ. The copihue is a beautiful 40 flower; or, very beautiful ).Relative superlative: is
formed with " the / más...de/del " EJ. She is the most beautiful Salon.

gustazos
Gustazos ( @gustazos) - trade nameGustazo - great taste or unusual pleasure

mitigo
I mitigo verb mitigate: v. tr., moderate, soothe, soften, attenuate a fact, a situation. EJ. My hunger for knowledge I mitigo
reading.

renomado
renominated (a ) - adjective of the Portuguese ( a ) renamed in Spanish, recognized, famous . Rename - verb - rename

valores
Value: grade qualitative and/or quantitative. Courage, fearlessness. Value moral, civic, musical note value. Values:
bens, titles. Trust securities.Values ( ) value: regular verb, 1st. conjugation, present subjunctive. EJ. Your values to
aman who is my advice.


